Brought to you by the Dorset section VMCC

Welcome to the tenth LDN. This means that, yes, we are now into our eleventh
week of restrictions. We can’t do much about that of course, but we can at least
try and keep each other entertained and in touch. Hang in there, won’t be long
now.

We can rely on our very own Betsy for all sorts of things, delicious cakes,
mysteriously emptying gin & tonics that you could have sworn were still full just
a moment before and all you did was turn your back for a second…
And of course, she usually has a good story for us. Enjoy.

EVERY PICTURE TELLS A STORY. By Betsy.
Shortly after we were married my late husband Brian thought it would be a good
idea to buy a Veteran motorcycle rather than the furniture we so desperately
needed. The Veteran in question was a 1905 Chater Lea fitted with a 600cc side
valve Brown Bros.engine. It was in a very sorry state but in those days we still
had our factory in Milford, Salisbury
where Brian would spend all his time
in the evenings restoring the bike.

Many parts of the wreck he bought
were really only suitable as patterns
from which he created new parts
including making the tank, leather
seat and replacing rotten frame
tubes.

Eventually the bike was completed but he had no documentation so he went to
the local DVLA office in Salisbury and explained the situation. They were very
helpful, looking back through their records to the earliest issued AM (Wiltshire)
numbers, finding that AM 40 had never been issued and suggesting that would
be a suitable number for a 1905 machine. The system was lax in those far off
days. So, the Chater Lea was duly registered. He borrowed an original wicker
sidecar from Doug Dunford who worked at the National Motor Museum in
Beaulieu and attached this to the bike. The photo shows myself and Brian
outside our house in Milford preparing for a 'shakedown' run prior to taking
part, wearing the outfits shown in the photo, in the Sunbeam Clubs Pioneer run
from Epsom race course to Brighton c1975.

Whilst the bike successfully completed many Pioneer runs eventually,
unfortunately, the Brown engine suffered a cracked crankcase. A number of
attempts were made to weld this but all failed. Brian then obtained and fitted
the early V twin JAP 31⁄2 HP engine currently fitted to the bike whilst he had
new crankcase's cast and machined. It was his intention to modify and update
the Brown engine by using the cams and other parts from the 1920's AJS but, as
the JAP engine proved so reliable the engine remains unfinished.

When Doug wanted his sidecar back we had a blind basket maker produce a
replica for us, which, although never fitted to the Chater Lea did end up on the
side of our 1913 New Hudson. Doug's wicker sidecar still survives and was fitted
to a bike taking part in the Graham Walker run a few years ago. Ian Clarke rode
the bike in a Pioneer run then gained several gold awards in the Banbury on it
including winning the best timed performance with a Veteran as well as the John
Moore Trophy for best overall timed performance, a feat we achieved together
later on the 1913 New Hudson outfit, but as they say that's another story.....

That’s a fine titfer Betsy, ideal for promenading!

Next, Andy Grew displays his continuing questionable tastes show no sign of
change with a tale about his Gilera. I have a contemporary Mondial 175 and its
too small for me at 5’9”. Andy is about 6’15”. The mind boggles…

A few years ago I decided I would like to get a ‘tiddler’ as there were a lot of
people in my old VMCC Section, South Wales, who were keen on the small stuff.
Obviously this presented a few problems as I am 6’ 5” and slightly over 10 stone.
A 50cc was therefore out, as I didn’t fancy pushing / peddling up hills also the 5K
price for a decent sports moped seemed rediculous. I decided to look for a bike
of about 125cc, VMCC eligible at least, but ideally over 40 years old so I wouldn’t
have to bother with tax and MOT. Oh, and Italian naturally!
Now, Italy produced masses of small bikes in the 50’s and 60’s, but it is difficult
to find parts for many of the more obscure makes and also the preferred Italian
riding position of clip-ons etc would not prove ideal for my shape! (you don’t
say-ed)
I then realised that Bob Wright, who has supplied Gilera spares for many years
was still in business in Weston Super Mare, and he confirmed that he still had a
good stock of spares for most models. Another factor that Gilera were imported
by Douglas in Kingwood, Bristol about a mile away from where I was born and
bred. Douglas also assembled Vespas – but we won’t talk about that!
Eventually the machine
pictured
below
was
offered on Ebay for a
starting price of £500.
Although obviously rusty
and a non- runner it was
complete and original and,
unusually for a 125, was
undamaged. Surprisingly,
or maybe not, there was
not a lot of bidding and I
secured the sale at £525.

When we went to pick it up from Leamington Spa we learnt that the bike was
being sold by the son in law of the owner who had purchased it new in 1968.
Though it had been stored in an obviously damp shed since 1984.
I was later informed by Bob Wright that when Gilera went bust in 1968 some
large dealerships bought up the stock of complete bikes from Piaggio who had
bought the company. My bike still has the Elite Motors of Tooting badge on its
side panel, where our illustrious Chairman bought his Fizzy (home of the
superbike! I love this Gilera already-ed)

Some on-line research revealed that it was a model destined for the USA in
1965/66 hence the MPH speedo. I also found the sales leaflet below which
showed that it was remarkably original.

I wasn’t sure whether I could handle the ‘70 mph or more’ that the advert
promised but decided to proceed with the restoration anyway!
The resto was fairly painless as it come apart easily and not many spares were
required. I found that the engine was locked solid and suspected that the bore

was rusty. I think the vendor had had a go at getting the bike started as the head
and barrel had obviously come off recently and were in excellent condition. They
had also fitted a new sparkplug. It turned out that the alternator rotor was
rusted to the stator, and when removed the engine turned freely.
I thought it would be impossible to find a new silencer to replace the
disintegrated one on the bike, but these are still being produced in Italy – even
stamped correctly.
I got it started when I replaced the sparkplug that was such short reach it didn’t
reach the combustion chamber, I think it was probably robbed from a lawn
mower.
So what is it like to ride? Well typically Italian – hard suspension and even harder
seat, which has made the events I’ve used it on quite challenging. However, it
has proved reliable and quite usable and it does have a very nice exhaust note.
Does it go 70 mph or more – not a chance!

Great story, Andy and an ideal bike for our upcoming tiddler’s run.

Having endured the wettest winter I can recall, the weather changed for the
better right at the start of lockdown and we’ve had weeks of sunshine whilst
stuck inside. Typical. At the time of writing I’m now allowed to meet one other
person and so it was our secretary and I rendezvoused this morning. It rained,
we got wet; nothing changes. Ever the optimist, here’s my approach to the
‘riding season’, whatever that is:
Here comes the sun
I write this, sitting in a sun-flooded study; ok I’m the kitchen. Like the best of
saddles, Spring has finally sprung. This changing of the seasons marks many
things – for some it’s the emergence of their bikes from hibernation, washing
off the protective grease and throwing away perfectly good petrol because
somebody on the internet has told them it’s gone off over winter. Others, like
me and possibly you, have ridden through the winter and our bikes always look
like that, there’s no need to judge, thanks. But that means we get to enjoy that
time honoured ritual- getting out the summer kit.
The 700-layer jacket and trousers that still only manage to be water resistant,
rather than waterproof are safely crammed into a carrier bag and stowed under
the stairs and the leather jacket, mysteriously shrunk since last summer, is
welcomed like a migrating bird back to the garden. Then it’s the gloves, thinner,
unlined shorter items replacing the winter gauntlets that offer as much feel as
riding with each hand stuffed inside the Christmas turkey. Then best of all, I
unbox the supreme prize, the summer helmet. I have several and they’re all
useless for a variety of reasons.
Having discarded the winter’s dayglo-yellow flip front for another season, my
thoughts turn to looking and feeling cool(ish) out on the bikes. I have an openface helmet with goggles for that type of bike. If there’s anything more useless
than goggles when out riding, I’ve yet to find them. In order to get them on the
elastic bit is so loose they keep falling down or, if tightened sufficiently to avoid

slippage it’s like having your face removed by a sink plunger. Even worse, I’ve a
proper old-fashioned pudding basin helmet, complete with leather ear flaps. At
speeds in excess of 3mph the flaps lift and the wind roar is akin to sitting behind
a jumbo jet at take-off. As speeds increase, the ear flaps also, erm, flap, so I
resemble the flying nun as I whizz along. My son then sent me an online video
showing the aftermath of people wearing open face helmets who’ve crashed.
Hmmm.
Vented full face helmet, then. Safer and quieter than the less enclosed choices
and, let’s be honest, the optimal choice. Except when it’s sunny. That clear visor,
so sensible and practical for the 350 miserable days of weather we ‘enjoy’ per
year becomes a diffractive chandelier the moment the sun emerges, with the
double lined, anti-fog scratch resistant (not scratch proof, you’ll note) doing its
very best to blind you, just at the crucial moment. A tinted visor has to be the
answer, I’ll buy one from Azerbaijan or some such, because they’re illegal in the
EU, or something. How dangerous can they be? Once home from A&E having
my thumb stitched up from trying to remove the clear visor and stabbing myself
with the kitchen knife, I’ve answered my own question. We’ve all seen the guy
at the shows, swapping visors in three seconds. Where is he when I need him?
Eventually, it’s on and, despite the gaffer
tape temporary repair, the result looks
pretty cool, I could almost be Ago, albeit
in a non-handsome, untalented, British
way. I go for a ride, having first retrieved
my giant turkey-bowel gloves; my
bandaged thumb won’t fit inside anything
else. It’s sunny and yes, I’m Ago. Flashing
down a tree-lined road, the strobe effect
of light and dark, accentuated by the
tinted visor, is making me feel a bit
queasy. The ‘race’ pace drops alarmingly
as the Velocette slows and then we enter
a tree-covered section of the racetrack, or
B3092 if you insist. It’s suddenly so dark
it may as well be midnight, perhaps it is,
time flies when you’re a Velofellow. I lift
the visor and realise its still mid-morning,

phew. Then a flying insect decides to make an attempt at penetrating my eye,
expertly avoiding the tricky swerving of the Venom (how apt) before finding the
gap in the helmet and striking my eye, dead centre. Guy Gibson could have
aimed no better and I’m left with one
eye shut and splattered carapace all
over the inside of my helmet. This never
happens at Monza. Or the Ruhr valley.
So, there’s no answer. I’m in in the light
or left in the dark, lathered in insect
road kill. The mid-tinted visor I then buy
is the worst of all worlds, so I resort to
my photochromatic colour-changing
glasses, jammed under the helmet. The
problem with those, however, is they’re
always dark too and I end up looking like
that creepy uncle in everyone’s
wedding photo. Ago never had this
problem. Sniff.

So that pretty much finishes Lockdown news issue ten. I hope you enjoyed it.
With the recent relaxation of the dreaded Lockdown and the positive noises
being made about being able to get out on our bikes and meet up once again,
perhaps it’s time to start looking forwards and not continue delving into our
pasts every week! So, it’s a huge thank you to everyone that contributed to it
over the last ten weeks, without you none of this would have been possible.
I’m of a mind to continue with some sort of monthly newsletter however,
assuming two things: firstly, I receive enough copy to make it possible and
second, you’d want to read it. IF you’d like to continue reading a newsletter
produced in a broadly similar style and content and sent out monthly, please let
me know. I’d like it to continue to contain stories from our pasts, some ‘how-to’
(or even better, the ‘don’t do what I’ve just done’) articles and perhaps even
classified adverts for section members wanting to sell bikes amongst ourselves.

Let me have your thoughts, to make it worthwhile I’ll need enough copy as well
as readers, so if you’d like it to continue:

Thank you again, stay well and see you out there very soon.
Paul Miles

